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Foreword 
This report has been prepared by EURAH AUSTRALIA and Dave Miller Facilitator, who have been 

contracted on behalf of the Department of Industry as a First Nations Stakeholder Consultant to co-

design and deliver a round of Nation-Based consultations with the Nari Nari Nation to record the 

concerns of Traditional Owners for inclusion in Water Resource Plans.  

The Nari Nari consultation took place in October, November and December 2018 across the Nari 

Nari Nation in and near Hay in south western New South Wales. The consultation was designed to 

meet the requirements of the Murray Darling Basin Plan (Chapter 10, Part 14) and was conducted 

according to guidelines set by the Murray Darling Basin Authority for best practice traditional owner 

consultation. The process was a collaborative effort between EURAH AUSTRALIA and Dave Miller 

Facilitator, Department of Industry and the appointed Nari Nari Nation Organiser.  

This report outlines the consultation method and process. It presents the Nari Nari Nation’s 

objectives and outcomes for the management of water, based on their water-dependent values 

and uses.  
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Glossary 

Abbreviation Description 

Basin Plan Murray–Darling Basin Plan 

LALC Local Aboriginal Land Council 

MDBA Murray–Darling Basin Authority 

MLDRIN Murray Lower Darling Rivers Indigenous Nations 

NBAN Northern Basin Aboriginal Nations 

WRP Water Resource Plan 

WSP Water Sharing Plan 

Notes on terminology 
First Nations is used to refer to the original owners of what we now term Australia, as individuals, 
communities and nations. It is used in preference to the generic terms ‘Aboriginal’ and 
‘Indigenous’, which deny the diversity of Australia’s original inhabitants. The term ‘First Nations’ 
acknowledges the specific jurisdiction that individual nation groups have over certain areas of 
Country across Australia.  

Nari Nari, as recommended by the Nari Nari Nation Organiser and used for Native Title, is the 
name for the people and Nation consulted for this report. 

Traditional Owners is the term ‘used to refer to those with recognised cultural authority to speak 
for Country’, as suggested by the Murray–Darling Basin Authority. ‘Senior Traditional Owners’ has 
been used for those with respected senior authority within certain areas or families, as identified by 
the Nari Nari Nation Organiser in this consultation. They are sometimes also labelled ‘knowledge 
holders’ or ‘elders’.    
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1. Executive summary 
Water management is central to the interests of the Nari Nari Nation. As land owners and 
custodians of large parcels of land in the NSW Riverina region, the Nari Nari Traditional Owners 
are acutely aware of the importance of water management issues for the health of their country, 
and are accordingly highly engaged in water resource planning.  

As water management is so closely related to management of country for the Nari Nari Nation, the 
Traditional Owners have highly refined interests in water management, and have some important 
concerns. This report summarises these interests into 4 broad themes. 

1. Connection to country. 

2. Cultural continuity and cultural renewal 

3. Control of destiny 

4. Floodplain management 

1.1. Connection to country 
Values and Uses: The health of the riverine plain which makes up Nari Nari country is inextricably 
linked to water – both its availability and its quality. The Nari Nari people have identified a number 
of creek and wetland systems that are highly valued for the wildlife, including aquatic species such 
as Murray Cod and mussels, and water birds such as ducks and pelicans. These areas are used 
both traditionally and contemporarily for cultural activities including gatherings, hunting/fishing and 
food preparation. 

Risks and Impacts: The riverine plain in parts of Nari Nari country is quite degraded, and under 
increasing stress from inadequate water sharing, as well as poor water quality from farming 
practices. Traditional Owners believe that water sharing arrangements should take account of 
cultural values and assets, and provide water for cultural flows. 

1.1.1. Objectives and outcomes 

The Nari Nari Nation aspires to more involvement in water management discussions and groups, 

in local, regional and national forums, in order to influence outcomes that are more favourable to 

First Nation Peoples. 

 The Nari Nari Nation wants to be responsible for, and be involved in all aspects of water 

management that affect Nari Nari country. The Nari Nari Nation proposes a Water 

Management Plan for the Nari Nari Nation, which will better coordinate all water activities 

across Nari Nari country.  

 The Nari Nari Nation aims to own and manage cultural flow entitlements. 

1.2. Cultural continuity and renewal 
Values and Uses: Nari Nari people are nourished by their country. And Nari Nari country relies on 
water for it’s health. Gatherings on Nari Nari country provide opportunities to practice culture, to 
reconnect, and to heal.  

Water and land can provide commercial opportunities for Nari Nari people. The Nari Nari Nation 
sees the health of the land inextricably linked to the health of the Nari Nari people. 

Risks and Impacts: Traditional Owners believe that poor water management is the greatest threat 
to Nari Nari country. Insufficient flows into cultural sites, and inferior water quality place Nari Nari 
country at risk, with flow on impacts to social, spiritual and commercial outcomes. 
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1.2.1. Objectives and outcomes 

 To manage Nari Nari land for the benefit of the Nari Nari people 
o A water management plan for Nari Nari land and water resources 
o Cultural flow entitlement 
o Cultural sites benefit from flows 

 To achieve social and environmental outcomes  
o Increase the number of Nari Nari run commercial enterprises that utilise or manage 

water resources. 
o Improved water literacy of the Nari Nari people 

1.3. Control of destiny 
Values and Uses: The Nari Nari people want to manage the land and control the water resources 
on Nari Nari owned lands. This would allow the Nari Nari people to determine their own priorities, 
improve water literacy, and take advantage of commercial opportunities. 

Risks and Impacts: The Nari Nari have a strong sense that there are institutional barriers for 
Aboriginal participation in water management activities. 

1.3.1. Objectives and outcomes 

 Nari Nari people participate in all water management activities on Nari Nari land 
o Better outcomes for Nari Nari values and cultural assets 
o More involvement by Nari Nari people in water management activities throughout 

the region. 
o Nari Nari host, coordinate and lead successful water projects, programs and 

activities. 

 Nari Nari Nation creates pathways for Nari Nari people to be successful in water 
o Successful commercial enterprises 
o Successful social and cultural activities 

1.4. Floodplain management 
Values and uses: The floodplains are some of the most sensitive and valuable cultural assets on 
Nari Nari country. The majority of cultural activities focus on the floodplain areas. 

Risks and Impacts: Insufficient flows due to failings of water sharing and policy shortfalls regarding 
cultural flows have starved the floodplains of water. Further, floodplain developments have resulted 
in some cultural assets on the floodplain being “stranded” - disconnected from other waterways. 

1.4.1. Objectives and outcomes 

 Floodplains are well managed with a rules-based regime, where cultural assets are 
identified and respective flow events protected from extraction 

 Floodplain Management Plans for the Murrumbidgee and Lachlan floodplain
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2. Terms of reference 

2.1. Murray–Darling Basin Plan Guidelines 
The consultation process was informed by the Murray–Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) guidelines 
for meeting the Murray–Darling Basin Plan (Basin Plan) (Chapter 10) requirements in relation to 
Aboriginal peoples’ objectives and outcomes for water.  As outlined in Basin Plan Section 10.52:  
Objectives and Outcomes based on Indigenous Values and Uses, Water Resource Plans (WRPs) 
need to ‘identify the objectives and outcomes desired by Aboriginal people that relate to the 
management and use of water resources’ …‘through appropriate consultation with relevant 
Aboriginal organisations’. (p. 4) The MDBA Part 14 guidelines suggest appropriate consultation 
processes to ensure that the concerns of Traditional Owners are taken into account and consider 
how the Akwe: Kon Guidelines might be applied in the context of water resource planning. The 
Part 14 Guidelines have shaped the Nari Nari Nation consultation process and are referred to 
throughout this document.  

The MDBA, Northern Basin Aboriginal Nations (NBAN) and the Murray Lower Darling Rivers 
Indigenous Nations (MLDRIN) encourage a nation-based approach to consultation. As noted in the 
MDBA Part 14 Guidelines, ‘Aboriginal Nation boundaries mostly don’t correspond with State 
Boundaries.’ (p. 5) Figures 1 and 2 show the area within which the Nari Nari Nation sits, indicating 
the boundaries of WRP surface water and ground water areas respectively and listing Nations 
within each. Based on these maps, developed by NBAN and MLDRIN, findings from the Nari Nari 
consultation will be used in the following WRPs:  

 Surface Water WRPs: Murrumbidgee, Lachlan . 

 Ground Water WRPs: Lachlan Alluvial, Murrumbidgee Alluvial, Lachlan and South West 
Fractured Rock, Western Porous Rock. 

See maps in Appendix A and B. 

2.2. Roles 
Adam Brunton and Dave Miller were engaged as a First Nations Stakeholder Consultants to 
provide consultation with Traditional Owners of the Nari Nari Nation. The consultants worked in 
collaboration with the Department of Industry Principal Aboriginal Cultural Liaison Officer, 
Department of Industry Aboriginal Staff and the Nari Nari Nation Organiser, with the following role 
descriptions: 

The First Nations Stakeholder Consultant shares a cultural bond with traditional owners. They 
conduct high value/high trust face-to-face talks with Traditional Owners and co-facilitate (with 
Department of Industry staff) subsequent workshops. 

The NSW Department of Industry coordinate all staff and consultant activities and ensures that 

knowledge gained is properly considered in developing state-wide strategies and policies. They 

ensure the knowledge gained ultimately contributes to development of Water Resource Plans, 

Water Sharing Plans, Flood Plain Management Plans and Water Quality Management Plans. They 

coordinate workshop logistics including invitations, venue bookings, catering, developing the 

agenda, providing the maps and workshop notes. 

Nation Organisers Murray Lower Darling Rivers Indigenous Nations (MLDRIN) are engaged by 
Department of Industry to: 

 Assist Department of Industry staff identify key stakeholders, including Traditional Owners, 

for identified First Nations groups 
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 Conduct culturally appropriate introductions between First Nation stakeholders, EURAH 

AUSTRALIA and Dave Miller Facilitator and Department of Industry staff and attend 

interviews with key stakeholders 

 Assist First Nations stakeholders gain understanding of the purpose of engagement and 

consultation and provide assistance with explaining any agreements, including information 

use agreements 

 Attend and participate community workshops. 

2.3. Scope of work 
First Nations Stakeholder Consultants were given the following brief prior to the consultation 
process. First Nations Stakeholder Consultants will: 

 work with Department of Industry to build a list of key stakeholders for each Nation, 
identifying all senior traditional owners and custodians to be consulted, providing 
appropriate references for how this was constructed. 

 work with Department of Industry staff to prepare a checklist and questions, prior to the 
face-to-face meetings. 

 visit and engage with all key stakeholders face-to-face. They will describe the engagement 
process we are seeking to undertake, supported by appropriate presentation and 
communications material prepared by Department of Industry. 

 at the face-to-face meetings, seek traditional owner agreement to attend and contribute to a 
one day workshop. 

 at the face-to-face meetings, identify the values traditional owners hold and how they wish 
to see them translated into Water Resource Plan objectives. 

 brief the Nation Organiser and Department of Industry management on the outcomes of the 
face-to-face meetings, and traditional owner expectations in advance of the workshop, so 
that workshop format can be tailored to suit each Nation. 

 play a key role in the one day workshops in coordination with the Organiser to foster 
productive and open discussion of proposed values and objectives. 

 following each workshop, prepare a final consultation report identifying and prioritising key 
values, objectives and themes for the Nation. 

3. Method 

3.1. Engagement principles 
This consultation is based on a Nation-based approach. It has been designed by Department of 
Industry, and recognises traditional owner groups and their connection to country. 

All engagement is underpinned by a deep respect for the knowledge of Traditional Owners, 
ensuring that this knowledge is only used with the written permission of Traditional Owners, and 
will always remain the property of Traditional Owners. 

Engagement has been undertaken using a qualitative survey method. Responses from the face-to-
face interviews provided examples and prompted thinking around the workshop approach. During 
the workshop, facilitation used open, but directed questions; and use of quotes (from face-to-face-
interviews) related to themes and categories. In each case, the consultants steered the workshop 
towards conversations about the key categories: 

 Values 

 Risks 

 Objectives 

 Uses 

 Impacts 
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 Outcomes 

3.2. Nation-based approach 

The consultation method enables First Nations people to continue their traditional roles as 

custodians. A Nation-based approach, encouraged by the MDBA, NBAN and MLDRIN, sustains 

the presence of individual Nations and allows them to contribute to Water Resource Plans within 

the context of their cultural boundaries. With this approach, First Nations can assist government to 

make better decisions in water planning.   

Governance structures of First Nations are complex and in their infancy in engaging with 

government. The engagement approach taken was guided by MDBA, NBAN, MLDRIN and 

accepted cultural protocols. It relied heavily on the Nari Nari Nation Organiser and the MLDRIN 

representative, Ian Woods. MDBA states that 'the term 'Traditional Owners’ is used to refer to 

those with recognised cultural authority to speak for Country' and guides States to identify 

appropriate Traditional Owners for consultation. The use of the Nation Organiser as a guide relied 

on widely accepted cultural protocol and Lore which determines that only internal representatives 

have the cultural authority to speak on a Nation’s internal governance structures, guide 

consultative processes and identify Senior Traditional Owners.  

3.3. Indigenous Data Sovereignty 
Part of a culturally appropriate consultation framework acknowledges the rights First Nations 

people over their own knowledge. 

The contract signed between EURAH AUSTRALIA, Dave Miller Facilitator and Department of 
Industry included the following definition of First Nations Cultural Knowledge:  

‘Accumulated knowledge which encompasses spiritual relationships, relationships with the natural 

environment and the sustainable use of natural resources, and relationships between people, which 

are reflected in language, narratives, social organisation, values, beliefs, and cultural laws and 

customs’.  

Consultants are required to identify any First Nations Cultural Knowledge gathered during the 

consultation. This can only be used for specific purposes in the accreditation of WRPs. Nari Nari 

participants read through data use agreements which made them aware of the purpose of the 

research and the use of their knowledge, and signed consent forms, giving them options for the 

recording and storage of their individual data.  

3.4. Research methods – key principles 

3.4.1. Respect for culture 

The MDBA Part 14 guidelines, require engagement to focus on the Traditional Owners who are 
associated with a Water Resource Plan area. A Nation-based approach; close collaboration with 
the Nation Organiser and using their network to identify participants and value cultural protocols; 
using Senior Traditional Owners to design workshops and check results; treating all participants 
with respect; seeking appropriate permissions and introductions; and working with Traditional 
Owners to gain support from the wider Nari Nari community. 

3.4.2. Flexibility 

In this context, flexibility means that engagement methods can be varied to suit the needs of each 

Nation and community. Consultation tools included informal on-country discussions; one on one 

and group conversations; giving choice and control over the recording, use and storage of data; 
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giving options for dates, times and meeting locations; respecting cultural commitments by allowing 

timeframes to be flexible.  

3.4.3. Quality assurance 

In this context, quality assurance means maintaining a culturally appropriate method throughout 

the project. The key principle here is respect for culture from start to finish.  

Traditional Owners have reviewed draft documents, to ensure they accurately report the interests 

of Nari Nari.  

3.4.4. Collaboration 

Collaboration was essential between the consultants and Traditional Owners, Department of 

Industry and the Nation Organiser. Adam Brunton, Dave Miller and Department of Industry worked 

consistently with the Nation Organiser to ensure design was culturally appropriate.  

The workshops were facilitated collaboratively.  

3.4.5. Inclusivity and accessibility  

The intention of all consultation activities was to include all interested Indigenous stakeholders, and 

to treat all with dignity and fairly.  

Appropriate workshop venue was used to enhance accessibility.  

Interviews were offered at a location of the participant’s choice. 

3.4.6. Clear communication  

MDBA requires that ‘clear information about water resource planning processes and content is 

provided to Traditional Owners.’ Clear communication requires information to be given in diverse 

formats and appropriate language. Workshops were an opportunity to present information about 

water planning. Appropriate lead in time and interviewing Senior Traditional Owners first built 

community awareness about the consultation. The data agreements were used to be clear about 

the purpose of the consultation. 

3.4.7. Transparency and outcomes  

Clear outcomes were developed by ensuring objectives, values and outcomes are clearly 
translated into the respective Water Resource Plans, consistent with Basin Plan requirements. 

The engagement process is participant-directed, with Senior Traditional Owner face-to-face 
interviews shaping the engagement. This two-pronged approach was recommended by the MDBA. 
Data was collected through on-country interviews with Ian Woods, Rene Woods, Jamie Woods and 
Mark Brettschneider. These conversations were had at Nimmie Caira outside of Hay. A follow up 
workshop was undertaken in Hay on 19 November 2018, and 7 members of the Nari Nari Nation 
were in attendance. The workshop and interviews were participative, with open questions, 
meaningful dialogue with narrative responses, in line with the principle of flexibility and MDBA 
guidelines to ‘use appropriate tools and mechanisms for recording and understanding Aboriginal 
objectives and outcomes.’ 
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4. The consultation process 
The Consultation Process followed four phases.  

 Phase 1: Design and development —Planning, development of consultation tools (question 
list and data agreements) and participant identification (stakeholder list).  

 Phase 2: Preparation —Face-to-face interviews with Senior Traditional Owners to share 
information, build relationships and guide planning of later workshops. 

 Phase 3: Consultation —Technical Workshop with the wider Nari Nari community to gather 
further input into the clauses of Part 14 on objectives and outcomes based on values and 
uses of water.  

 Phase 4: Analysis and review —Data analysis and report writing. This phase also involved 
an on-country review by Nari Nari Nation, in order to refine the report. 

The MDBA Part 14 Guidelines advise ‘a planned approach to properly engaging Traditional 
Owners, including identification and involvement of appropriate Traditional Owners (Phase 1). 
They suggest that for genuine engagement in water resource planning, Traditional Owners be 
consulted for two specific purposes: Information sharing/relationship building meetings (Phase 2) 
and Technical workshops (Phase 3). 

4.1. Phase 1: Design and development 
Phase 1 included the development of a stakeholder list, a data use agreement and a question list 
for the face-to-face interviews.  

4.1.1. Stakeholder list 

The stakeholder list was a key document required in the early stages of the consultation. It guided 
consultants and Department of Industry to engage participants for interviews and workshops 
according to traditional Nation-based governance as a priority. Other regional stakeholders who 
don’t operate on a Nation-based model were also included. The list clearly classified stakeholders 
into the following governance types, overcoming the previous reliance on a few key stakeholders at 
the expense of others:  

 Traditional Owners: groups or individuals under Nation-based governance 

 External Governance: those with non-traditional governance structures imposed from 
outside the Nari Nari Nation  

 Historically Connected: those from other Nations who live on Nari Nari country  

The Nation Organiser, Ian Woods, with his cultural authority and internal knowledge of Nari Nari 
governance, was essential to the development of the stakeholder list in this Nation-based 
approach. He contacted and invited Nari Nari Senior Traditional Owners to ensure inclusive 
representation of Nari Nari family groups and communities, which do not always correspond to 
towns. These Senior Traditional Owners are not necessarily associated with established lead 
agencies in the Aboriginal sector, but recognised as true cultural leaders.  

The stakeholder list was treated as a living document, with names being added throughout the 
consultation process. All individuals on the list consented, either through the Nation Organiser or 
the consultants, to share their details. It will be kept with Department of Industry Aboriginal staff. As 
guided by MDBA, ‘better practice would expand and update available knowledge and 
understanding about the relevant stakeholder groups that are linked with the Basin water 
resources in an area. 

4.1.2. Data Use Agreements 

Data Use Agreements allowed the Nari Nari people, as a Nation and as individuals, to play a part 

in the management and control of their information given throughout the consultation. Two different 
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agreements were created: for face-to-face interviews and workshops (Appendices C and D). These 

defined and explained: 

 the purpose and scope of the consultation 

 identity protection measures: data was deidentified and personal details stored securely 

 data storage procedures, giving options for participant choice 

 data use: First Nations Cultural Knowledge was limited to use for WRP development and 

accreditation, water planning and internal education  

The Data Use Agreements; 

 were read aloud with both interview and workshop participants 

 offer anonymity 

 create a safe space to share First Nations cultural knowledge 

 provide choices for storage options 

 create a foundation for trust between the consultants and the Nari Nari Nation  

 safeguard First Nations cultural knowledge 

 data gathered will only be able to be used for the WRPs, with participants consulted again 

for future water planning or approached to release the knowledge. 

The MDBA guidelines acknowledge that ‘it is an ongoing challenge for Aboriginal organisations to 

engage multiple and repeated times with governments for a range of purposes.’ As one participant 

from a Gomeroi Nation workshop noted; 

‘There’s a lot of data out there about our culture, the state of the riverbanks and all 
that. It’s sad that every 5 years you’ve got to come and consult again. You see 
different faces who may not know as much.’ 

4.1.3. Question list 

Adam Brunton and Dave Miller developed a question list in consultation with Department of 
Industry (Appendix E). This was used for the face-to-face interviews as a tool to encourage 
conversation, shape the interviews and ensure comprehensive coverage of information. This was 
useful to have as a guide, but was not always needed as interviews adopted a flexible, participant-
controlled approach, often structured in a free-flow narrative style. 

4.2. Phase 2 - Preparation 

As the knowledge holders and heads of family groups within the contemporary cultural framework, 

Senior Traditional Owners were invited to participate in interviews to share information, build 

relationships and shape the consultation process by gathering feedback to guide the wider 

community workshops. Consultants, EURAH AUSTRALIA and Dave Miller Facilitator, conducted a 

series of face-to-face interviews with Senior Traditional Owners during October 2018. 

4.2.1. Face-to-face interview participant data 

In total, four Traditional Owners were interviewed in Phase 2. It is important to note that good 

representation for culturally appropriate consultation is measured not by numbers, but by 

inclusiveness of family groups and communities. In total, these Senior Traditional Owners 

represented two main different family groups. 

Consultants travelled across the Nari Nari Nation to conduct interviews in Hay and at Nimmie 

Caira.
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Table 1. Participant data: Senior Traditional Owners face-to-face interviews 

Date M/F Governance Families 

represented* 

Locations 

represented** 

No. 

represented 

31/10/18 M Hay LALC/Nimmie 

Caira 

Woods Hay/Balranald 2 

31/10/18 M Hay Brettschneider Hay 1 

31/10/18 M MLDRIN Woods Southern basin 1 

*Families represented do not necessarily correspond with surnames of participants. 

**Locations represented do not necessarily relate to the interview location, but indicate what parts 
of Nari Nari Nation these Traditional Owners speak for. 

4.2.2. Face-to-face interview participant identification process 

Senior Traditional Owners from the following groups were invited to be participants, always with 

guidance from the Nation Organiser:  

 Grassroots Senior Traditional Owners on the Stakeholder List, as provided by the Nation 

Organiser 

 Further suggestions from interview participants, while on the ground  

 Local Aboriginal Land Council 

 Nari Nari Tribal Council 

Recommendations for future consultations include:  

 Provide plenty of lead time. 

 Respect contemporary principles and employ best practice Aboriginal consultation 

4.2.3. Face-to-face interview process 

Interviews were undertaken at 2 locations, as identified by the Nation Organiser;  

 Hay LALC offices in Hay, and  

 on-country at Nimmie Caira. 
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Figure 1. Nimmie Caira, October 2018.  L-R  Dave Miller, Mark Brettschneider, Adam Brunton, Ian 
Woods and Jamie Woods. 

4.2.4. Face-to-face interviews feedback 

The feedback from the Senior Traditional Owners in these interviews provided the basis for the 

workshop and for the overall structure of the findings in this report. From these interviews, the 

following themes, were drawn out to guide the workshop discussions.  

 Nari Nari Nations cultural sites are heavily water dependent, and water sharing is a major 

interest to Nari Nari Traditional Owners. 

 To the Nari Nari people, water management includes cultural, spiritual, commercial and 

ecological components. Objectives, values and outcomes of water management are 

therefore holistic in nature.  

 The Traditional Owners believe that Government e-flow events seem non-strategic and ad-

hoc, missing a lot of assets with high cultural values. 

 Nari Nari Nation want to control their own water destiny, with lead responsibility for 

cultural/environmental flows; MER; water quality and other water management programs on 

Nari Nari land. 

 Nari Nari Nation want to collaborate with other Aboriginal Nations, especially neighbours 

 Nari Nari Nation aims to improve water literacy in First Nation peoples. 

 The Traditional Owners observe that developments on the Murrumbidgee and Lachlan 

floodplains appear ad-hoc, poorly managed and non-strategic. There are often third party 

and cultural/environmental impacts. Floodplain Management Plans are required to ensure a 

rules-based system is established. 
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Appendix F contains more information about interview responses. 

4.3. Phase 3 - Consultation 

This consultation is based on a Nation-based approach. It has been designed by Department of 

Industry, and recognises traditional owner groups and their connection to country. 

All engagement is underpinned by a deep respect for the knowledge of Traditional Owners, 

ensuring that this knowledge is only used with the written permission of Traditional Owners, and 

will always remain the property of Traditional Owners. 

Engagement has been undertaken using a qualitative survey method. Responses from the face-to-

face interviews provided examples and prompted thinking around the workshop approach. During 

the workshop, facilitation used open, but directed questions; and use of quotes (from face-to-face-

interviews) related to themes and categories. In each case, the consultants steered the workshop 

towards the key categories: values; risks; objectives; uses; impacts; and outcomes. 

The workshop was free flowing, with lively conversation from the participants. The discussion was 

kept on track by the consultants, and there was adequate time to delve deeply into issues. The few 

out of scope issues that came from the floor were recorded for Department staff to follow up out of 

session. 

During tea/coffee/meal breaks, discussion continued and the consultants kept recording the 

information flow. 

4.3.1. Workshop participant data 

One workshop was conducted in November 2018 in Hay, the main centre of the Nari Nari Nation. A 

total of eight participants, including three Nari Nari Traditional Owners, attended the workshop. 

 

Table 2. Nari Nari participants: WRP consultation workshop 

Date Town Venue No. 
participants 

M F Families represented* 

19/11/18 Hay Cobb Inlander 
Motel, Hay 

8 5 3 3 

*Family groups represented do not necessarily correspond with surnames of participants. Some participants represent 

more than one family group. Some did not respond. 

4.3.2. Workshop outline 

The workshop lasted about five hours and was based on the following structure:   

1. Welcome to Country – Rene Woods 

2. Introductions - all 

3. WRP and Water Planning information session (Brendan Chatfield, Department of Industry) 

4. Data Use Agreement and Consent (Adam Brunton) 

5. Workshop Session One (Adam Brunton and Dave Miller) 

6. Workshop Session Two (Adam Brunton and Dave Miller) 

7. Wrap up and what’s next (Adam Brunton and Dave Miller)  
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Figure 2. Nari Nari Nation workshop, Hay, November 2018. 

4.3.3. Summary  

Workshop was deemed a success by attendees, with the following points to note: 

 The majority of those invited were able to attend, due to adequate forewarning; 

 The venue – the function room at the Cobb Inlander Motel – was centrally located in Hay, 

well priced with a large comfortable meeting space; 

 The workshop was well facilitated by Adam Brunton and Dave Miller 

 The Department staff participated in discussions where appropriate 

 Data use agreements were understood, well received and signed 

 Nari Nari participants were very well organised and clear about the purpose of the meeting, 

with a very detailed knowledge of water resource planning. 

Nari Nari participants were able to contribute extremely effectively in terms of the values, uses, 
interests and aspirational outcomes in water management.

4.4. Phase 4 – Analysis and review 

4.4.1. Analysis 

A large number of water management issues were raised during the interviews and workshop. A 
number of consistent themes emerged and this report is organised around these themes. The 
themes are broadly described as objectives, and in all cases, the Nari Nari participants were able 
to articulate threats to these objectives, and as well, they spoke at length about some very clear 
outcomes that they aspire to. 
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4.4.2. Review 

The draft findings of this report were presented to Nari Nari Traditional Owners on 18 December 
2018 in Hay. The report was provided a week earlier so that Traditional Owners had adequate time 
to prepare for the review session. As a result, some refinements and additions were made to the 
draft. 

 

5. Findings: Themes
1
 

5.1. Connection to country – water 
Nari Nari people are deeply connected to their country. Not only is this considered to be important 
for a healthy environment, but a deep attachment to the land, water and wildlife of Nari Nari 
country is the bedrock of the Nari Nari Nation, and caring for this is the essence of being Nari Nari. 

Nari Nari country takes in parts of the lower Lachlan and Murrumbidgee catchments. Their land is 
mostly riverine plain. Generally flat country, it contains some of the basins biggest and most 
important wetland complexes. Prior to European occupation of the riverine plain, the Nari Nari 
country was a rich and bountiful landscape. Despite the low rainfall, water would have been 
abundant most of the time, coming from the large and permanently flowing Lachlan and 
Murrumbidgee rivers. During high flow events, these rivers spilled into vast wetland areas, 
triggering breeding events for swamp species and fish. Yellow belly, mussels, crayfish and water 
birds would have been available in large numbers in the wetlands. Cod yellow belly inhabited the 
rivers. Bush tucker was seasonal but plentiful. As high flows receded, Nari Nari people would move 
around their lands, following the food resources and seasons, but still remaining on Nari Nari 
country.  

Nari Nari people have been inhabiting the riverine floodplain for thousands of generations. Recent 
archaeological findings have dated burial sites on Nari Nari country at close to 50,000 years before 
present. From a scientific viewpoint, this is truly remarkable, and placing the Nari Nari Nation as 
some of the oldest civilisations in Australia. Whilst these finding have startled scientists, it’s hardly 
raised an eyebrow from Nari Nari people. During the Traditional Owner interviews, Ian Woods 
remarked “We know we’ve been here forever. We don’t need scientists to tell us that!” 

Whilst the Nari Nari people have attachments to all of their Nation’s country, in relation to water 
resource management, the following water systems have been identified as high value: Ita Lake; 
Great Cumbung Swamp; Nimmie Caira and Uara Creek; Fiddlers Creek; Dry Lake; Pimpari Creek; 
Reedy Lake; and Abercrombie Creek. Each of these unique systems occur in either the lower 
Lachlan and/or lower Murrumbidgee river systems.  

Traditionally, flows were highest in late winter and spring. At these times, Ita Lake was an 
abundant source of waterbirds and yellow belly. As the flows subsided and the season warmed, 
the Great Cumbung Swamp became accessible and water birds were plentiful. Quandong and 
nardoo would be in season. During the warmer months, the Nimmie Caira wetlands became the 
focus. The lower areas had semi-permanent water, and water birds were present, even through dry 
spells. During extended dry periods, often corresponding with late summer and autumn, the 
Murrumbidgee and Lachlan Rivers always held water. Yellow belly, Murray River cod, mussels and 
crayfish became the food staple for the Nari Nari people. The Nari Nari word for water is “gayini.” 
Gayini was central to Nari Nari life. When gayini was abundant, that meant that the Nari Nari 
people would thrive. Lots of gayini meant plentiful food resources and a rich and strong culture. 

Cultural and spiritual activities of the Nari Nari people corresponded with the seasons and water. 
These water features were the focus, and really important meeting places for both Nari Nari 
people, and people from neighbouring Nations, especially the Muthi Muthi, Ngiyampaa and 

                                                 
1
Information contained in this section is First Nations Cultural Knowledge provided for the development and accreditation of Water 

Resource Plans. 
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Paakantji peoples, who have powerful and deep connections to the Nari Nari Nation. Ita Lake in 
particular is known as a meeting place for the Nari Nari and Muthi Muthi peoples. Trading took 
place. For example, the Nari Nari traded for rock resources which were used to make tools for 
hunting and in food preparation. This was very important business as there is no natural rock in 
Nari Nari country. Ceremonies were performed. Men and women each had their own special 
places to complete their spiritual activities.  

These cultural pursuits are extremely important today. The Nari Nari Nation hold large parcels of 
land within their Nations area. Much of this country is riverine wetland systems. These properties 
are central to Nari Nari contemporary connections to the land. Gatherings are still crucial for 
cultural well-being. Nari Nari land nourishes the Nari Nari people. A healthy landscape makes for 
healthy people, and in Nari Nari country, the health of the landscape is inextricably linked to gayini 
(water). 

5.2. Cultural continuity and cultural renewal 
The Nari Nari Nation own and manage substantial parcels of land and hold reasonable water 
entitlements. The Nation recognises that these assets provide a fantastic opportunity for their 
people to: 

 Undertake cultural activities such as gatherings, with both social and spiritual aspects, 
on their country. 

 Bring young people onto country, and introduce cultural practices and teachings, such 
as hunting, gathering and cooking, rehabilitation and healing. 

 Provide training and work opportunities in the water industry. 

 Use country to heal. Dysfunction and crime can be treated on-country. By reconnecting 
with nature and culture, offenders and others have been rehabilitated. 

 Gain some economic opportunity by using country for agricultural enterprises that are 
sympathetic to the landscape. “We’re interested in raising organic beef, native fish 
farming, producing hemp for fibre and growing quality fruit and vegetables for the 
market. It’s our way out of poverty.” 

5.3. Control of destiny 
The Nari Nari Nation wants to be masters of their own land and gayin (water) future, by leading the 
decision making, by being involved with Agencies and working collaboratively with partners. 

The Nari Nari Traditional Owners are frustrated that they have been restricted in managing their 
own land and “gayini” (water) due to institutional constraints. Further, they feel powerless to 
influence agencies and others regarding Government e-flows, water management and other 
activities that affect their land holding and water assets. 

Specifically: 

 Nari Nari Traditional Owners note that they have struggled to get a seat at the respective 
Environmental Water Advisory Groups. One Traditional Owner commented “Involvement by 
Aboriginal interests is not a legal requirement, is not standard practice, and generally only 
happens when we lobby.” 

 Monitoring, evaluation and reporting (MER) is undertake to assess the efficacy of water 
management programs. Nari Nari Nation have a strong sense that they are left out of the 
design and information loop. That is, research agencies don’t involve Nari Nari in the 
design of MER programs on Nari Nari land, nor do they as standard procedure provide 
MER results to the Nari Nari Nation. Similarly, Nari Nari want to be involved in the design 
and implementation of research activities on their country. This deep interest in all gayini 
(water) activities was summed up by one workshop participant “Our eyes, our priorities, our 
way.” 

 Water management is complex and water language is full of jargon. For Nari Nari and other 
Indigenous groups, this creates a significant barrier to effective participation. A TO stated at 
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the Review meeting “There are only a few Nari Nari who have sound water literacy, and it’s 
impossible for these people to cover all the commitments.” 

 The Nari Nari people have a strong sense that the broader water framework does not give 
due consideration of Aboriginal cultural interests. During the workshop, two examples were 
given by Traditional Owners to demonstrate this point: 

1. The Basin Plan only requires states to demonstrate consultation with First Nation 
peoples. Actual water outcomes are not required.  

2. The environment and irrigators are well catered for in water planning, but cultural 
considerations always seem to be an after-thought. Whilst confirming this point, one 
workshop participant noted “There are no real examples of cultural flows in NSW.” 

 
During Phase 2 interviews, one Traditional Owner commented “The last real piece of the 
water framework is cultural.” 

o “Participation not consultation.” The Nari Nari people feel that there is room for 
improvement with Agencies approach to engagement. The Nation has a strong 
sense that engagement efforts seem rushed, and sometimes feel meaningless. One 
workshop participant used the word “tokenism.” Another participant asked this 
question “Why aren’t we involved in the Murrumbidgee and Lachlan SAPs 
(Stakeholder Advisory Panel)? 

o The Nari Nari people commented that best practice engagement policies are well 
documented and accredited. However, the comment was made that “Agencies 
endorse best practice, but rarely employ it.” 

5.4. Floodplain management 
The Nari Nari Nation sits across vast riverine floodplains. Nari Nari implore that these sensitive 
areas need to be managed in a way that is sympathetic to cultural concerns and cognisant of 
cultural practices. 

There is strong concern in the Nari Nari Nation that changes in agricultural practices associated 
with the introduction of cotton farming in the region will have a strongly negative impact on water 
management.  

“The Nari Nari Nation has been a pastoral district for 150 years. Grazing is a relatively low impact 
use of the land. Since about 2013 however, large cotton companies have moved into the district 
and brought with them land management practices that are more common in northern NSW and 
Queensland.” 

The Nari Nari people have two primary concerns water with management of their floodplains: 

 Developments on the floodplains, such as banks, channels and levees, alters the passage 
of high flow events, and has flow-on impacts on cultural sites. 

 Construction of in channel blockages (block banks) divert flows away from cultural sites. 

One Traditional Owner stated “they treat the river like it’s a feeder channel, not a living ecosystem.” 
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6. Findings 

6.1. Values and uses 
Table 3. Values and uses 

Themes Sub-categories Detail 

Connection to country – gayini (water) Waterways The highest value cultural sites in the Nari Nari 
Nation are Ita Lake; Great Cumbung Swamp; 
Nimmie Caira and Uara Creek; Fiddlers Creek; 
Dry Lake; Pimpari Creek; Reedy Lake; and 
Abercrombie Creek. 

Fish and animals Yellow belly; Murray cod; cat fish; mussels; 
crayfish are all important food sources. 

Interconnected water Cultural assets are connected by high flows; 
there’s a seasonality element; maintaining the 
physical connection/relationship between 
waterways is crucial. 

Well-being Gatherings; fishing; cooking. These activities 
are always associated with gayini (water). 

Wetlands Waterbirds; ducks, swans, pelicans – food 
sources and spiritual connections; an integral 
part of the country. 

Cultural land management practices Maintain cultural creek management practices 
on Nari Nari country. 

Cultural continuity and cultural renewal Social and spiritual Gatherings; men’s and women’s business; 
social/family get-togethers. Always associated 
with gayini (water). 
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Themes Sub-categories Detail 

Cultural renewal Youth reconnection, regeneration, healing and 
revitalisation. 

Healing “Work and recovery” programs on-country 
helps Nari Nari people who have had issues 
with the law, addiction and mental illness. 
Gayini (water) is always central. 

Commercial opportunities Organic beef; hemp (fibre); fruit and 
vegetables; native fish farming; bush tucker; 
renewable energy; carbon farming; ecotourism. 

Cultural food practices Fishing; hunting; gathering, cooking. 

Cultural land management Cultural burning practices; managing cultural 
sites and other cultural practices 

Importance of water Connection to culture and spirit; cultural 
identity; knowledge transfer; inspiration; ethics; 
sacred. 

Control of destiny Responsibilities Own and manage cultural flow entitlements. 

Land management; caring for country; 
maintaining cultural practices. 

Participation Involved in the research, planning, 
implementation and monitoring of all water 
management on country. 

 Involved in governance groups 
impacting/interacting with Nari Nari Nation 
such as the respective Environmental Water 
Advisory Groups (EWAGs) and Customer 
Service Committees (WaterNSW). 
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Themes Sub-categories Detail 

Change agent Play a role in the broader issue of Aboriginal 
water sovereignty. 

Facilitate discussions at local, regional and 
National levels on cultural flows and other 
important policy considerations. 

The next generation Increased water literacy in Nari Nari 
community.  

Establish Nimmie Caira “Centre for Excellence, 
Water.” 

Establish Aboriginal Ranger training program. 

Floodplain management Healthy floodplain, healthy county The most important cultural assets on Nari Nari 
country are the floodplains. Floodplain 
management on Nari Nari country needs to 
improve to be best practice.  

Nari Nari Traditional Owners value cultural land 
management practices combined with the best 
available science. 

Floodplain inter-connections The hydraulic connections are maintained; a 
broader suite of floodplain assets, including 
cultural, are considered by floodplain planners; 
Government e-water managers take a wider 
view, and consider cultural values when 
planning e-water events. 

Resilient floodplain wetlands Deep cultural bonds to wetlands, especially 
water birds and fish. 
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6.2. Risks and impacts 
Table 4. Risks and impacts 

Themes Sub-categories Detail 

Connection to country Insufficient water for cultural purposes and the 

environment 

There is sense that water planning process has 

largely ignored cultural flow requirements. 

Nari Nari has lost a previously owned cultural flow 

entitlement. 

Cultural assets are not considered a priority by 

Government e-water managers. 

Cultural flows are not recognised in the Water 

Management Act 2000. 

Cultural input into Government e-flow events Environmental flows are too narrowly focused. 

There needs to be some attention to broadening 

the emphasis to include cultural considerations. 

Poor water quality Nari Nari country is near the bottom of the 

Murrumbidgee and Lachlan river valleys. In both 

cases, water quality is dreadful. “It is unsafe to 

swim in the water and eat the fish. Our water is 

most likely contaminated with agricultural 

chemicals, especially drainage from cotton.” 

Water sharing rules Little opportunity for Nari Nari involvement in the 

preparation of the water sharing plan and gthe 

Water Resource Plan.  

“Rules in the water sharing plan 

should reflect cultural interests.” 

“WSP objectives are drafted by 

the Government, not by the mob” 

Cultural land management Cultural burning practices would help restore 

degraded water ways and wildlife. 
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Themes Sub-categories Detail 

Cultural continuity and revival Insufficient water for cultural flows Cultural flow water rights are essentially non-

existent.  

There is no policy framework within which cultural 

flows can be considered. 

There is little appetite from Government e-water 

managers to consider cultural outcomes. 

Water quality Lack of flow. turbidity and perceived chemical 

contamination impedes cultural activities such as 

gatherings, swimming and fishing. 

“Non-involvement by Nari Nari in 

water quality programs is a 

health risk.” 

Control of destiny Token involvement Engagement with First Nation peoples seems to 

be an afterthought. 

Limited opportunities for participation Nari Nari feel that some Agencies make minimum 

effort regarding cultural consultation. They feel that 

best practice engagement policies are not adhered 

to. 

Nari Nari people don’t feel that they are an integral 

part of water management on Nari Nari country. 

Policy framework not culturally inclusive Traditional Owners indicate that there seems to be 

large gaps in water policy agenda covering cultural 

concerns, across various agencies, state and 

federal. 

Limited water literacy Cultural advocacy is hamstrung by a lack of water 

literacy in Nari Nari people. 

Jargon and acronyms create a barrier for 

involvement. 

Floodplain management Floodplain harvesting/interception Structures on the floodplain are redirecting 

overland flow away from wetlands. 
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Themes Sub-categories Detail 

Altered flow patterns Block banks are closing off creek systems and 

important cultural sites from receiving water. 

Cultural assets disconnected Changed flow patterns caused by floodplain 

developments causes some cultural assets to be 

disconnected from the river. 

Uncontrolled development Floodplain management appears to be ad-hoc, 

with no overarching strategy to protect critical 

cultural and environmental assets. 

Floodplain developments should be within an 

orderly and rules-based framework. 
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6.3. Objectives and outcomes 
The MDBA Part 14 Guidelines advise the aim of consultation processes should be ‘to identify Traditional 
Owners objectives for water management, and the desired outcomes that the objectives would contribute 
towards.’  

 ‘Objectives are commonly understood to mean ‘aspirations’ or ‘goals’, and are often expressed as 
wishes.’ 

 ‘Outcomes is commonly thought of as the result of achieving an objective – in other words, what 
happens (or is envisaged to happen) when a wish is fulfilled.’ 

Table 5. Objectives and outcomes 

Theme Objectives Outcomes 

Connection to country To be responsible for all gayini 
(water) that comes on to Nari Nari 
country 

Nari Nari Nation gayini (water) 
management plan. 

Cultural values and sacred water 
sites protected.  

Input into Government e-flow 
decisions.  

Nari Nari Nation have dedicated 
cultural flow entitlements. 

Cultural assets to be considered in 
water planning 

Water sharing rules take account of 
cultural water sites. 

Traditional owners are consulted 
during Plan development. 

To establish and maintain strong 
and productive relationships 

Nari Nari people lead water 
management activities on Nari Nari 
country. 

Increased opportunities for 
partnerships with neighbours, 
institutions and agencies. 

To promote cultural land 
management 

Nari Nari cultural land management 
practices are respected throughout 
Australia and considered throughout 
the Basin. 

Cultural continuity and 
cultural renewal 

To manage Nari Nari lands for the 
benefit of Nari Nari Nation and 
culture 

Nari Nari Nation gayini (water) 
management plan.  

Cultural flows secured; values and 
sacred water sites protected.  

Nari Nari Nation have dedicated 
cultural flow entitlements. 
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Theme Objectives Outcomes 

 To achieve social and economic 
outcomes and well-being for Nari 
Nari people 

Increased number of Nari Nari run 
commercial enterprises that utilise or 
manage water resources. 

Improved understanding by Nari Nari 
of the water licence and water 
trading system. 

Improved opportunities for 
bartering/trade with neighbouring 
Nations. 

Increased numbers of Nari Nari 
people employed in caring for 
country activities. 

Increase the opportunities for 
disaffected persons to enter the 
“work recovery” program. 

Nari Nari ranger program 
commenced. 

Create a Nari Nari “Centre of 
Excellence, Water” 

 

Nari Nari cultural assets to be 
protected 

Nari Nari Nation have dedicated 
cultural flow entitlements. 

Control of destiny Nari Nari Nation participate in all 

aspects of water management on Nari 

Nari country. 

Involvement in design and 

implementation of MER and research 

programs on Nari Nari country.  

Participate in all e-water decisions when 

flows pass through Nari Nari country. 

Representation by Nari Nari on all 

respective water governance bodies 

including EWAG, Customer Service 

Committees and Stakeholder Advisory 

Panels. 

Nari Nari Nation hold cultural water 

entitlements. 

Cultural flow events that are designed 

and managed by the Nari Nari Nation, 

consistent with the “Echuca declaration.” 

Cultural water entitlements are 

conditioned consistent with their cultural 

purpose, including the ability to use 

cultural water for commercial benefit. 

“Healthy gayini, healthy country, healthy 

people.” 
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Theme Objectives Outcomes 

Nari Nari Nation provides pathways for 

Nari Nari people, especially youth, to 

work in water management and caring 

for country activities. 

Nari Nari Nation has a suite of 

successful commercial projects. 

Nari Nari Nation hosts a trainee ranger 

program, with a strong emphasis on 

water management. 

Nari Nari Nation establishes a “Centre of 

Excellence, Water” on Nimmie Caira, 

with a focus on “gayini” - water literacy 

and water leadership. 

The “work recovery” program is 

enlarged. 

Floodplain management Floodplains that are well managed with 

a rules-based regime, where cultural 

assets are identified and respective flow 

events protected from extraction. 

Floodplain Management Plans prepared 

for the Lachlan and Murrumbidgee 

floodplains that allow practical 

developments on the floodplain for 

farming purposes, but protect the key 

floodplain cultural and environmental 

assets. 
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Appendix A: Surface water map 

 

Figure 3. A guide to Tradition Owner Groups for Water Resource Plan areas: Surface water. 
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Appendix B: Ground water map 

 

Figure 4. A guide to Traditional Owner Groups for Water Resource Plans: Groundwater.  
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Appendix C: Data Use Agreement Interviews 

 

INFORMATION USE AGREEMENT  

Face-to-Face Interviews 

 

First Nations Culturally Appropriate Nation-Based Consultation 

For Water Resource Plans 

Lands & Water, NSW Department of Industry 

 

This agreement is made on  __________________________ 2018 

Between  _________________________ of ____________________________________ 

And   EURAH AUSTRALIA and Dave Miller Facilitator 

 
1 Background 

1.1 EURAH AUSTRALIA and Dave Miller Facilitator have been contracted by Lands & Water, NSW Department of 
Industry (Department of Industry) to conduct culturally appropriate consultation on a Nation by Nation basis to 
ensure that the concerns of Traditional Owners are taken into account in the development of NSW Water 
Resource Plans (WRPs). These consultations will assist Department of Industry to meet its objectives in 
delivering water planning as per the Murray–Darling Basin Plan under the Water Act 2007. Throughout this 
agreement, EURAH AUSTRALIA and Dave Miller Facilitator operate on behalf of Department of Industry.  

1.2 EURAH AUSTRALIA is an Aboriginal business based in Toomelah, in northern NSW. Dave Miller Facilitator is a 
sole trader consultant with expertise in water sharing and community engagement.  

1.3 EURAH AUSTRALIA and Dave Miller Facilitator, and Department of Industry are aware that there are culturally 
appropriate processes and protocols that need to be followed to maintain community confidence in recognising 
spiritual, social, customary and economic values of water to First Nations people. The consultation aims to be 
guided by Traditional Owners, including involvement in stakeholder mapping, workshop planning and the 
review process.  

1.4 The consultation process will consist of a series of interviews with senior traditional owners in October 2018, 
including walks on country. These will be followed by a workshop in Hay. Opportunity will also be given for 
people to submit information individually throughout December 2018. The review process gives Traditional 
Owners the chance to check the draft consultation report during December. 

Definitions 

First Nations Cultural Knowledge means accumulated knowledge which encompasses spiritual relationships, 
relationships with the natural environment and the sustainable use of natural resources, and relationships with the 
natural environment and the sustainable use of natural resources, and relationships between people, which are 
reflected in language, narratives, social organisation, values, beliefs, and cultural laws and customs.  
 
Nari Nari are the first people Nation of the floodplain country between Hay and Balranald in the NSW riverina. 
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The Murray–Darling Basin Plan came into effect in November 2012. The Basin Plan legislation guides governments, 
regional authorities and communities to sustainably manage and use the waters of the Murray–Darling Basin, ensuring 
water is shared between all users.  

Objectives are defined by the Murray–Darling Basin Authority as commonly understood to mean ‘aspirations’ or 
‘goals’, and are often expressed as wishes.  

Outcomes are defined by the Murray–Darling Basin Authority as commonly thought of as the result of achieving an 
objective – in other words, what happens (or is envisaged to happen) when a wish is fulfilled.  

The term Traditional Owners is used by the Murray–Darling Basin Authority to refer to those with recognised cultural 
authority to speak for Country. 

Values and Uses (Water Dependent) means places, areas, sites and/or practices that have cultural significance to First 
Nations people and require a certain water quantity or quality to be sustained.  

Water Resource Plans (WRPs) establish rules to meet environmental and water quality objectives and will take into 
account potential and emerging risks to water resources. WRPs will play a key role in ensuring implementation of 
limits on the quantity of surface and groundwater that can be taken from the Murray–Darling Basin for consumptive 
purposes. The NSW Government will develop 20 water resource plans (WRPs) to set out arrangements to share water 
for consumptive use. These cover many Aboriginal communities across the Murray–Darling Basin. 

Water Sharing Plans (WSPs) establish rules for sharing water between different types of water use and ensure that 
water is provided for the health of the system. WSPs have been developed for rivers and groundwater systems across 
New South Wales following the introduction of the Water Management Act 2000. WSPs have a term of ten years. Prior 
to expiry of the ten year term of a water sharing plan, the plan is reviewed to determine whether it should be 
extended or replaced. In the inland region of NSW, most water sources will also be subject to the requirements of the 
Commonwealth’s Basin Plan. 

2 Your Participation 

2.1 As a Nari Nari Traditional Owner, you are invited to participate in a face-to-face-interview to provide 
information on the following:  

 Nari Nari cultural values and uses around water 

 Objectives and outcomes to protect and manage these values and uses 

 Culturally appropriate guidelines for running a workshop on Nari Nari country  

2.2  These are possible ways information may be gathered: 

 Open questions: a series of open questions will be asked about Nari Nari objectives and outcomes based 

on water-dependent values and uses.    

 Walks on country: Opportunity will be given to show assets in a walk on country, including photography 

with permission. If time doesn’t permit during this interview, a NSW Water Cultural Officer will conduct 

this at a later stage. 

2.3 The interview will be conducted by Adam Brunton of EURAH AUSTRALIA, Dave Miller of Dave Miller Facilitator, 
at a place and time negotiated with you.  

2.4 Your participation is voluntary.  

2.5 You may withdraw your participation and information at any stage up until the consultation report has been 
finalised.  

3 Purpose and Scope 
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3.1 The information gathered from you will be organised with other interview data by EURAH AUSTRALIA and Dave 
Miller Facilitator, and used to structure a workshop on Nari Nari country in November 2018. The workshop will 
be organised in a culturally appropriate way according to advice given by you and other Traditional Owners. 

3.2 Information from both the interviews and the workshop will be used by EURAH AUSTRALIA and Dave Miller 
Facilitator to write a consultation report on objectives and outcomes based on Nari Nari water-dependent values and 
uses.  

3.3 Information from this report will be used by Department of Industry to meet the requirements in Chapter 10, 
part 14, sections 10.52 – 10.55 of the Basin Plan. These ensure that the concerns of Traditional Owners regarding their 
stated objectives and outcomes based on water-dependent values and uses are taken into account in the water 
resource planning process. The consultation will be used to outline these processes in the following WRPs:   

 Surface Water WRPs: Murrumbidgee and Lachlan 

 Ground Water WRPs:  Murrumbidgee Alluvium, Lachlan Alluvium, Lachlan and South West Fractured 

Rock and Western Porous Rocks. 

3.4 Water Resource Plans specify how water will be shared and managed within a specified area. They will 
incorporate existing water planning and management within NSW (including Water Sharing Plans), as well as be 
consistent with Basin Plan requirements. It is hoped that First Nations people will wish to be involved in water 
planning in the future. This round of consultations for the development of WRPs will establish a basis for how 
culturally appropriate consultation can be incorporated into future water planning in NSW. 

 

4 First Nations Cultural Knowledge 

4.1 Any First Nations Cultural Knowledge you provide as part of this consultation is owned by either yourself or a 
legal entity nominated by you, as a representative of the Nari Nari Nation. 

4.2 First Nations Cultural Knowledge might be collected as part of this interview in one or more of the following 
ways: 

 in a voice recording of the interview process 

 in written notes taken as part of the interview process 

 in photographs of values and assets on country 

4.3 When providing First Nations Cultural Knowledge, you must identify it appropriately and clearly acknowledge to 
EURAH AUSTRALIA and Dave Miller Facilitator what you are willing to share with Department of Industry.   

 

4.4 First Nations Cultural Knowledge provided to Department of Industry as part of this consultation will be clearly 
marked. It can only be used by Department of Industry in the following ways: 

 in the development and creation of WRPs 

 to obtain accreditation for the WRP from the Murray–Darling Basin Authority 

 for water planning in NSW 

 and for internal research and education 

4.5 If Department of Industry wants to use the First Nations Cultural Knowledge provided as part of the consultation 
in a way  other than those listed in 5.4, it must approach you or your nominated representative.  

4.6 To ensure best possible protection measures, in some cases, approximate locations of cultural values and assets 
may need to be recorded. You do not need to share exact locations.  
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5 Data Collection and Storage 

5.1  The information you contribute to the consultation report will be deidentified. It will not include your name. 

5.2 A list with your name and associated reference number will be stored by Department of Industry in a 
 password-protected database, separate to the consultation report and accessible only with  your 
permission by First Nations Cultural Water Officers.   

5.3 EURAH AUSTRALIA and Dave Miller Facilitator would like to gather some personal information from you such as 
your family group, gender and age range to be used to organise information gathered. Passing on this information is 
voluntary.  

5.4 EURAH AUSTRALIA and Dave Miller Facilitator would like to create an audio recording and take written notes 
during your interview. The written notes will only include First Nations Cultural Knowledge you wish to share 
with Department of Industry. The audio recording will be used solely to check accuracy of notes. If you permit 
EURAH AUSTRALIA and Dave Miller Facilitator to record your interview, please advise below.  

5.5  On completion of the Water Resource Plan, the interview recording can be returned to you or a representative 
of your choice. This interview recording may contain First Nations Cultural Knowledge you do not wish to 
disclose to Department of Industry. Please nominate below who you would like this returned to.  

5.6 EURAH AUSTRALIA and Dave Miller Facilitator will temporarily store the deidentified audio recording on a 
password protected computer only accessible by Adam Brunton and Dave Miller. This copy will be destroyed 
once the consultation report has been written.  

5.7 Adam Brunton and Dave Miller will store deidentified written interview notes on a password protected 
computer only accessible by Adam Brunton and Dave Miller. This will be saved until the completion of the NSW 
consultation, for up to two years.  

5.8  Any photographs taken during the course of the interview will be checked with you before being included in the 
final consultation report. Photographs not used in this report will be returned to you or a nominated 
representative of your choice.  

5.9 Department of Industry can only store your First Nations Cultural Knowledge: 

 as part of the final consultation report provided by EURAH AUSTRALIA and Dave Miller Facilitator 

 as part of the Water Resource Plan 

 

6 Publication and Review 

6.1 You will have the opportunity to review the draft consultation report with Adam Brunton and Dave Miller at one 
stage in December 2018.  

6.2 Traditional Owner viewpoints will be prioritised as part of this consultation and in the review of the draft.   

 

7 Contacts 

Please contact the following people for more information or clarification: 

EURAH AUSTRALIA – Adam Brunton, mob 0478 700 661; and  

Dave Miller Facilitator – Dave Miller, mob 0427 658 969 

Department of Industry  Darren Murray    0418 647 836     
     darren.murray@dpi.nsw.gov.au 

Brendan Chatfield 0436 357 119 

brendan.chatfield@dpi.nsw.gov.au 

mailto:darren.murray@dpi.nsw.gov.au
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AGREEMENT: Face-to-Face Interviews 

First Nations Culturally Appropriate Nation-Based Consultation 

For Water Resource Plans (Department of Industry) 
 

☐ I have read the information use agreement or have had it read to me.  

☐ I understand my participation in this consultation is voluntary and that I can withdraw at any time up until the 
consultation report is finalised.  

☐ I DO / DO NOT (please circle) consent to Adam Brunton and Dave Miller recording my interview for the purposes 
of cross checking information only.  

I understand the recording and any photographs taken will be stored temporarily by Adam Brunton and Dave Miller. 
After the completion of the project, I would like the recording and any photographs: 

☐ Returned to me and all other copies destroyed. 

☐ Given to …………………………………………………of…………….……………………………………………………. as my authorised 
representative for storage and all other copies destroyed.  

I would like the opportunity to review the draft consultation report 

☐ in person  Or  ☐ via email.   

☐ I commit to identifying any First Nations Cultural Knowledge I provide that may or may not be used by 

Department of Industry for the purposes of creating WRPs. 

 

Name: _____________________________ 

 

Signature:__________________________ 

 

Contact:____________________________ 

 

Witness: ___________________________ 

 

Date: ______________________________ 

 

Name: _____________________________ 

(Adam Brunton, Director, EURAH AUSTRALIA 

Signature: _____________________________ 

 

Contact: _______________________________ 

 

Witness: _______________________________ 

 

Date: ____________________________
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Appendix D: Data Use Agreement Workshops 

 

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET 

Nari Nari Workshop  

 

First Nations Culturally Appropriate Nation-Based Consultation 

For Water Resource Plans 

Lands & Water, NSW Department of Industry 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the consultation workshop held by NSW Department of Industry, Water 
(Department of Industry) on 19 November 2018  

Purpose 

Department of Industry is conducting culturally appropriate consultation on a Nation-by-Nation basis to ensure that the 
concerns of Traditional Owners are taken into account in the development of NSW Water Resource Plans (WRPs). These 
consultations will assist Department of Industry to meet its objectives in delivering water planning as per the Murray–
Darling Basin Plan under the Water Act 2007. 

Department of Industry will be gathering information about First Nations values and uses of water. You will also be 
asked to identify any potential risks to these values and uses, as well as some objectives and outcomes for their 
preservation and management.  

Information Use 

Adam Brunton and Dave Miller, on behalf of Department of Industry, will be gathering written notes on information you 
provide. These will be used to write a consultation report to inform the development of specific Water Resource Plans in 
New South Wales. Notes from the workshop will be retained by Adam Brunton and Dave Miller for review purposes, but 
will not be given to Department of Industry. The report and notes will not be used for any other purpose. 

Your name will not be stored with any of the information provided. Your name and other details you choose to provide 
on the participant register will be used for feedback and statistics only.  

Photography 

Adam from EURAH AUSTRALIA may take photographs throughout the workshop for use in the consultation report and 
on Department of Industry’s internal social media. Please indicate your consent below. 

Review 
Senior Traditional Owners will have the opportunity to review the draft consultation report. All stakeholders will be 

given the opportunity to view Water Resource Plans as they go on public exhibition throughout 2018/2019. 

Please contact Adam Brunton mob 0478 700 661 or Dave Miller mob 0427 658 969 for more information. 
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PARTICIPANT AGREEMENT 

Workshops [Nari Nari] 

 

First Nations Culturally Appropriate Nation-Based Consultation 

For Water Resource Plans 

Lands & Water, NSW Department of Industry 

  

☐ I have been provided information about this workshop and understand its purpose.  

☐ I understand my participation in this workshop is voluntary. 

☐ I consent to Adam Brunton and Dave Miller and Department of Industry collecting notes on my feedback and 
using them to provide a consultation report for writing Water Resource Plans. 

☐ I DO/DO NOT (please circle) consent to Adam Brunton and Dave Miller including me in photographs of the 
workshop for the consultation report and Department of Industry’s internal social media.  

☐ I would like my details below to be added to a list for further consultation and information about water planning 
in New South Wales. 

 

Name: _________________________________   Signed: ________________________________ 

Phone: ________________________________    Email:__________________________________ 

Date: __________________________________ 
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Appendix E: Interview questions and checklist 
The importance of Nari Nari Nation’s input: 

 Share First Nations values and objectives of water to be included in Water Resource Plans   

 Ensure Nari Nari Nation’s values and objectives are protected   

 Have your say in how water is shared and managed across Nari Nari Nation    

 Ensure First Nations are part of water planning and Water Resource Plans   

 Inform how government engages with Nari Nari First Nations People  

Questions used to guide interviews with Nari Nari Traditional Owners: 

 What are the water dependent sites of interest to Nari Nari Nation? Eg recreation; gatherings; fishing; 
camping; ceremonies. What threats are there to these sites? 

 What native fish species are highly valued by Nari Nari? What impacts these species? Are they under 
threat? Does Nari Nari have any programs/projects in place to help mitigate impacts?  

 Are there other wildlife issues affected by water management? 

 What water projects are Nari Nari involved in eg commercial; employment; restoration. What are the 
barriers? 

 What water projects would Nari Nari like to be involved in? What’s stopping these projects from going 
ahead? 

 We understand that that Nari Nari hold an irrigation licence. What’s this used for? How’s it been going?  

 Do you think the water is well managed in the district? Is there room for improvement? 

 Does Nari Nari have access to the river? 

 What changes have you seen to the water ways in your lifetime? Positive or negative?  

 How sound is the water infrastructure around Nari Nari country? What changes would you suggest? 

 What’s the water quality like around the Nari Nari Nation? Has water quality changed over time? 

 Who else in the Nari Nari Nation should we talk to about water? Eg other Traditional Owners; service 
providers; others? 
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Appendix F: Responses from interviews 
Table 6. Responses from Senior Traditional Owners: Face-to-face interviews 

Categories Responses 

Values 

Nari Nari people 

value water for/as: 

Cultural and spiritual connections to country; custodianship; community health and 

well-being; opportunities for social and economic benefits 

Uses 

Nari Nari people 

use water to/for/as:  

Food; cultural practices; healing; gatherings; social; passing on knowledge; cultural 

water management, commercial opportunities, watering cultural sites 

Impacts Insufficient water for culture and the environment; physical man made changes to 

floodplain which impact on flood flows; pollution; limited opportunity for Aboriginal 

involvement; institutional barriers;  

Risks Changing land use from pastoralism to cotton farming; flow management issues; 

changes to floodplain management; token opportunities for Aboriginal involvement;  

Objectives and 

Outcomes 

Healthy Nari Nari land and water; maintain cultural connections within Nari Nari and 

with neighbouring Nations; achieve social and economic outcomes; participate in 

strong and productive partnerships; lead and collaborate on water management in 

Nari Nari country; strive for Aboriginal interests to be recognised and respected, both 

locally and more broadly; build skills in Nari Nari people to better care for Nari Nari 

country; own cultural flow entitlement; develop a water management plan for Nari 

Nari water and country; Nari Nari key water sites are returned to the Nari Nari Nation 

for protection and enhancement.  

 

 


